
NEW YOku cITY
OFFIC’-. r)F COLLECTIVE BkRA:N:NG

Th the Mer f the Arbitration

between

CORRECTION CAPTAINS ASSOCIATION

arid

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTION

*

Case No. A—4152—92

The undersigned arbitr&or, vng been designatec n
accordance with the arbitration agrerrient entered into by
the above-named Parties, and having been duly sworn and
having duly herd the proofs and allegations of the Parties,
AWARDS as folows:

The grievance is sustained. There was a viola
tion of both the Agreement and Department Orders
in the way in which Captains were rescheduled and
shift reduced. The City aria the Department shall
comply immediately with the staff reduction and

o ibc jr-i th

opinion herein. Furthermore, the parties shall
have 120 days to resolve the issue of back pay for
the rescheduling violation. The Arbitrator shall
retain jurisdiction in this case in the event that
questions arise ccnc’ernin its meaning or implemen
tation, v

1, CAROL WITTENBERG, do her oby affirm UCtO my orth as
rato that o t e
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NEW YORK CITY
O’FICE OF COLLECTIVE BARGA1N:No

*

In the Xatter of the Arbitratiôi
between

CORRECTION APTAflS ASSOCIATION

and

OPINION AD AWARD

A—4152—92

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTION

*

Bfore: Carol Wittenberg

The undersigned, having been designated by the parties

pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement, was selected to

serve as arbitrator of the dispute described below. Hearings were

held on April 2, 1993, May 7, 1993, May 18, 1993 and June 14, 1993

at the Office of collective Bargaining in New York, New York, The

Union was represented by Marry Greenberg, EsquIre. The City was

represented by Robin Romeo, Esquire.

The

examine

ratnent

parties ha a full opportunity to examine and crosg-

wItnesses, to submit documentatIon and to nae oral

upoort of their respective positions. The

tw issues before the h.rbitrstor ublob were
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Did the Employer violate the collective bargaining
agreement and relevant Department Orders by the
way it rescheduled the tours of duty for Captains?
If so, what shall the remedy be?

Did the Employer violate relevant Department orders
when it implemented the shift reduction program for
Captains? If so, what shall the remedy be?

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE III HOURS AND OVERTIME

SectIon 2.

a. In order to preserve the intent and spirit
of this Section on overtime compensation, there shall
be no rescheduling of days off and/or tours of duty
except as provided below. This restriction shall
apply both to the retrospective crediting of time off
against hours alz.aay worked ana to tne anticipatory
re-assignment of personnel te different days off and?
or tours of duty. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained herein, the Department shall not
have the right to resohedule employees’ tours of duty,
except that the Department shall have the right to re
schedule employee’s tours of duty on ten occasions per
year and on an additional six occasions per year for
training purposes at the training academy without
payment of pre or post-tour overtime provided that the
Department gives at least 24 hours advance notice to
the employee whose tours are to be rescheduled.

b. The Departnent shall also tave the right to
reschedule employees within the first six months of the
promotion to Captain on or after July 1, 1990 on an
additional eight occasions for training purposes at
the training acadezy without payrent of pre or post-
tour overtime provided that the Department gives at
least 24 hours advance notice to the employees whose
tours are to be rescheduled.
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ARTICLE III (CBA between DEA and CNY)

Section llb).

In order to preserve the intent and spirit of
this section on overtime compensation1 there shall
be no. rescheduling of days off except that for the
purpose of night watch coverage an employee’ s swing
period shall not be diminished by more than 8 hours.
This restriction shall apply both to the retrospective
crediting of time off against hours already worked and
to the anticipatory reassignment of personnel to diff
erent days off. Prior to the completion of the steps
in the grievance procedure under Article XXI of this
Agreement, the President of the D.E.A. may informally
discuss a question in regard to the application of

; this section 1(b) with the Police Commissioner and the
Chairman of the Personnel Grievance Board in an effort
to resolve the matter.

ARTICLE XX GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

section 1. - Defjjiitigfl

For the purpose of this Agreement the term
“grievance” shall mean:

a. a claimed violation, misinterpretation ox
inequitable application of the provisions
of this Agreement;

b. a claimed voiation, misinterpretation zr
misapplication of the nies, regulations,
or procedures of the agency affecting ters
and conditona of npioyment, provided that
except as otherwise provided in this Section
l.a. the tert “grievance” shall ot inciu3e
di.scipl Lnary r:atters;
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KGROUND

RESCiEDULINQ

The collective bargaining agreenerit covering Correction

Captains, like the majority of contracts covering uniformed.

eiployee contain5 a prohibition against resched.uiing an

ernploy.e’a scheduled tour of duty. When rescheduling occurs, the

erp1oyee is conpensated at an overtime rate.

In negotiations for the 1987-1990 contract, the Union agreed

to allow the City to reschedule ten days without the pyner,t of

overtime in exchange for a savings credit valued at 1.22 per cent.

The Union contends that there were restrictions placed on the ten

rescheduled days, namely: (1) the Departxent was required to give

24 hours notIce prior to rescheduling; (2) captains cozd r;ot

23 the Deprtnent was prooie fron creainn a faThe
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The city disputes the tact that such restrictions were placed

on its right to reschedule. It contends that rescheduling of hours

that does not change a person to a different platoon does not

qualify as a rescheduled tour prohibited under the contract and

compensable by overtime pay. The City asserts that it never agreed

in negotiations that captains would not “fly”. Nor did it agree to

only reschedule extras. The City concedes that it agreed not to

create false extras and not to reschedule employees on a pass day.

Followibg negotiations with the city, the Union reached an

agreement with the Commissioner of Corrections which was

incorporated into a series of guidelines which were published on

June 15, 1991. The guidelines include the following:

A. Captains may be rescheduled up to ten (10)
times each year.

B. A rescheduled tour of duty must be scheduled
within the 24 hour period beinning with the first
tour (midnight) and ending with the third tour
(evening) during which the original tour was
scheduled (as defined in the Police Department
Detective Rules). At least 24 hours advance notice
is mandatory when rescheduling a tour of duty.

C. Captains shall not be scheduled for reschethled
tours of duty outs.de :her parent facility, except
for training purposes at the Academy as defined in
the correction Captains contract.

0. In no case shall a security post be shift
reduced and thereafter filled in any manner (eg.
by rescheduling).

S....
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F. Each facility may use up to tn (10) rescheduled
tours or duty each year. Rescheduling should be used
only to fill authorized positions on the Uniformed
Table of organization.

In effect, the guidelines placed a ban on “flying” and

reruired the Department to reschedule in accordance with “DetectIve

Rules. The guidelines also included an agreement not to shift

reduce a security post.

The Union claims that “Detectives Rules” apply to any change

in start times whether or not a tour is rescheduled insIde or

outside a platoon. The Union contends that its interpretation is

supported by a decision and award of Arbitrator George Nicolau,

The City defines Detective Rules” as the rescheduling of a

tour within the same 24 hour period as the original tour was

scheduled. The City notes that detectives can have their hours

changed within a 24 flour period without the payment of any

oetime. Detectives are not paid overtime when reecheduld un1es

: hedei c’ir ‘aI

h
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a.m. and bQfore 11:00 a.m. The night tour can be any eight hc

period starting from 8:00 p.m to 7:00 a.m. The City asserts that

the creation of a miscellaneous tour within the same piatoon,

provided for under the Administrative Code, is not compensable,

i.e. a change from 8-4 to 9-5. The Union contends that any change

in start time, whether or not tour is rescheduled inside or

outside a platoon, is considered a rescheduling compensable under

the contract.

In 1991, the Department began a program of shift reduction for

Captains under Operation Order 26/91. Shift reduction is defined

as reassigning an individual to work in a different location than

hs/ber usual post, fi1ing the vacancy left on that post by

someone ese, and then not f1llng the vacancy created cy the

rCdS ned prson. The Department had institut a shIft rBduotIorL

tDO?Ifl tor rcrtot IcDfl C’ I ( .n 19 8

lr:p shirt ecluotion prgran was deslnad to rec oe verrire
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The intent of the program is to close positions

that will not result in the violation of any

mandates and/or established guidelines. Mdi

tionally, there are to be no shift reductions

4j made that cause facility security to be
n jeopardized.

The Union 4.!inn a security post as one that involves contact•

with inmates at any point of custody and control. The Union

maintains that security posts include: security, control room,

movement, housing, yard captain inmate activity, food services,

medical services, receiving room, vacation relief of security,

personnel probe, CPSU, investigative duties, lassification,

environmental health, program, inmate identification, and

personnel. The Union contends that each of these security posts is

not suIjeat to shift reduction.

QgNTE?TIONS OF THE UNION

The Union contends that its agreement to reschedule ten tours

without the payment of overtime was premised on the applaticn of

“Detective Rules”. The Union claims that “Detective Rules” are

synonymous with the Nicoiau award. Specfcally, the UnIon

contends that the rescheduling provisions are n effect wheter or

nct a tour is rescheduled inside or outaLde of a platoon.

en
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The Union also assGrts that the right to resohedulG pertained

only to Captains who were extra on a particular tour, It argues

further that th. parties’ agreement would preclude a Captain

assigned to a mandated post fro1T being rescheduled. W11e the

Department could reschedule extraS, it could not require a Captain

to “fly”. Moreover, the Union assert5 that rescheduling can only

be used to fill authorized positions on the Uniformed Table of

Organization.

The past practice of performing the tour established by the

duty chart at the beginning of the year, for the entire year, or

tour that is changed, within the platoon’s period of time on a

week’s notice, is permissible an not considered a rescheduling

violation. The Union contends the City is required to compensate

Captains whose tours were rescheduled at the contractual rate of

time and one-half.

With regard tc the ahift teduction progrer, the Uricn c€te

C P Ccc fl rde a C a a . a a a
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cot to clii ft reduce aecur ity poats crier the
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The Union notcs that the Department did not provide a

definition of a security post during the course of the hearing. In

the absence of a departmental derinltion, the Union asserts that

its definition should be acceptad. Moreover, the Unin points ot

that its definition is aimed at including posts which involve

contact with inmates at any point of custody and control where

there is an impact on the safety and security of inmates and staff.

QNTNTO{S OF ThE cTY

The City contends that the Department has not vio1ted the

contract or its policy on the ten rescheduled tours. The Union

bases its grievance on a claim that rescheduling means any change

in a Captain’s scheduled tour of duty. It is the City’s position

that rescheduling means changing a scheduled tour from one platoor’

to another as defined by the Administrative Code.

Ccdo e bushes t pistoon s sten; &

day tour, a ev.rp tour ‘d a

by is arti tire. The eoe aic allowe the rost ion. of

mjc leneous tours which are created by altering the start tine to

o0’ a onecified tine, period to include the jr .
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constitute rescheduling. The City argues that reschedulIng only

occur5 when the changed times fall within the definitIon of

dIfferent tour.

The City contests the Union’s reliance on “Detective Rules” in

defining what rescheduling means, It points out that detectives

may be rescheduled from one tour to another without the payment of

overtime except on pass days. The City cites the John Sands award

as supportive of its interpretation of “Detective Rules”, as well

as the Nicolau award in defining reshed$ing as a change from one

platoon to another.

The City also relies upon the past practice of the Departitent

to compensate employees whose tours are swItched to a different

platoon. The City contends that no bargaining history was

introduced to indicate that this practice was altered during

negotiations.

me city atso responced to tbe Union’s charge that it violated

Doartment po.llcy :io e selei ion of ott to reschedule, The Oic

denies ii. agreed only to reschedule extras losisting that t

agreed not to create fal.se extras, The City relies on bcac

history ,in auport of ita pcs ition. 1.0 claims that it woo It not

a tOo I •ili i.ed to 0 a.



that there is no written agreenent tnat supports th nion

assert ion.

With regard to shift reductIon, the City denies reducing

security posts. It argues further that the desIgnation of a

security post is wIthIn rnanagement’s di&cretion. The CIt never

agreed to bargain over the level of staffing or to give cp Its

right to determine the levels of securIty.

The City argues further that wardens nust continue to have the

right to define a security post i order to adjust to changing

needs within the facilities. The City contends that since the

Department has not defined a security post in its written policy,

no vIolated has taken placeS

The Aritrntor baa two isaces beffore herr One, whetter the

r••.c i•• rrcoerIv ot iino tourc• ni2r ic. iE. :1

Section .2. ci the ATreerent; and two, whether the eanent

bmproperiy shift reduced Captains. The Arbit t or f.,nds thc the

)eartnant has v cited both the Threenent and denartnecta orders

‘‘a”
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me issue of rescheduling is covered in Article XIX, Section

3. There is no reftrance to shift reduction in the contract. Nor

was the matter discussed in bargaining between the Union and the

city. Nevertheless, following negotiations for the 1987-1990

contract, the Department reached an agreement with the Union which

it incorporated into a serie. Qt gnidofln.. to ntlact tha

relationship between the implementation of shift reduction and the

rescheduling of ten tours. These guidelines, which were

promulgated by the Department on June 15, 1991, must be viewed as

a binding agreement since they represent the Department’ a

interpretation of how Article XXX, Section 2. was to be applied.

The guidelines are clear in certain respects. One, they

prohibit “flying”? or the assignment of a Captain to a post outside

one’ a permanent command • Two, they prohibit the Department from

reducing a security post and fining it thereafter. Three, they

require thq Department to use rescheduling to fill authorized

positions on the Uniformed Table of organization. Pour, the

agreement precludes the Department from creating false extras.

There is nothing in this agreement, however, which limits the

Department, to rescheduling cn2.y extras. Nor did the City agree to

this demanc in oargasnsn.

The guidelines also require the Department to reschedule ifl

wcc.taafls w.ti ,sttt..:;e RL”. ??.C Ct±s dfltqna as to ‘the
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meaning of this phrase. The Union Contends that “Detective Rules”

apply to any change in start tines whether or not a tour is

rescheduled meLd. or outside a platoon. The City contends that

“Detective Rules’ refer to the rescheduling of a tour within the

inc 24 hour period of the original scheduled tour. - Both sides

cite bargaining history and the Noolau award in support cf their

panitions. The City also cites the Sands award as a basis for

defining “Detective Rules”.

There is no question that, under the DEA collective bargaining

agreement, detectives may be rescheduled from one tour to another

without the payment of overtime except on pass day.. Sands

supported the city’s interpretation of rescheduling in his

September 25, 1985 arbitration award on this issue.

Nicolau, in a decision issued on December 26, 1987, found that

the rescheduling of Captains from the midnight tour (11:00 p.m. to

7:30 a.m.) to either the 5:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. or the 6:30 a.z. to

3:00 p.:. tour violated Article III, Section 2. ILLs deczslcn ‘as

& _‘) C C — P *4% 4
tt•4 4_al pa —
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Nicolau did not define the term “rescheduling”, he described the

kinds of changes that violated the spirit and intent of the

Agreement.

Upon careful review of the record, the Arbitrator is not

persuaded that either the Union or the City’s definition of

rescheduling is the correct one. The Union’s interpretation is

unsupported either by the DEl contract or by practice. And, while

Nicolau sustained the Union’s grievance, his decision cannot be

read to define rescheduling as any change in hours. Nicolau ruled

that the overlapping of tours by six and one-half to seven and one-

half hours was violative of the contract. on the other hand, the

City’s definition of rescheduling would allow for the type of

violation prohibited by the Nicolsu award.

The definition of rescheduling must reflect the contract

language while being oonsistent with prior arbitration awards. In

this light, the Arbitrator finds that “rescheduling” means a change

in hours which results in the majority of the basic eight hour

tour, in excess of four hours, spiI1ng over into the next platoon.

When the Department reschedules Captains in accordance with tt;is

definition, it must compensate them at the cvertize rate, tir.e and

one-half above their regular rate, in accordance with current

practice.
S...
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The Arbitrator turns next to the issue of shIft redUCtjc of

Captains in conjunction with the rescheduling of tours. The

Department agreed to certain restrictions on the reduction of

security posts without defining what that means. - The City

contends that the definition of a. security post rust be left to the

warden of each facility. The Union contends that its definition of

what constitutes a security post should prevail.

In the absence of a definition of a security post, the

Department cannot be held to comply with its June 15, 1991

agreement with the Union. The Arbitrator is persuaded, based upon

the testimony adduced at the hearing, that certain posts are

security posts. The basis for this designation rests with the

captain’s responsibility for the direct care, custody and control

of inatez where there is an impact on the safety and 8ecurity of

inmates and staff.

The fo11owng includes a list of security posts: Security;

Control Rooi; Receiving Room; Movement Claesifcation; Housing,

0
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unnamed posts will be considered security posts when they have the

same level and amount of inmate contact and supervision as thcse

designated as security posts.

In sum, the Department violated the Agreement and its Orders

in the manner in which it shift reduced and rescheduled Captains.

The Department shall comply with this award prospectively. ifl

addition, captains who were improperly rescheduled shall be

compensated. The parties shall have 120 days in which to resolve

the issue of back pay for the rescheduling violation. At the

request of the parties, the Arbitrator shall retain 3urisdiction on

the remedy and other matters arising from her award. Therefore, on

the basis of the record before her, the Arbitrator makes the

following award:

AWARD

The grievance is sustained. There was a violation

of both the Agreement and Department Orders in the
way in which Captains were rescheduled and shift
reduced. The City and the Department shall comply
iiiunediateiy with the shLft reductcn and resceuiig

requirements as 4eacried in the opinior. herein.
Furthermore, the parties shall have 120 days to
resolve the issue of back pay for the rescheduling

violation. The Arbitrator shall retain lurisdiction
in this case in the event that questior.e arise cone

caning its meaning or implementation.

Dated: Novebr 12, 1993


